ISPAI Response to TRAI Consultation Paper
On
Delivering Broadband Quickly:
What do we need to do?

I. Introduction
ISPAI welcomes this suo-moto initiative taken by TRAI for consulting all the stakeholders
on various issues hampering the broadband proliferation in the country. We are happy to
note that critical role that Broadband service plays economic and sociological
development of the Country has been duly recognized in the Consultation Paper. We
believe that all citizens of India should have access to broadband services including the
attendant transformative opportunities/benefits.
The Consultation Paper is in line with NTP 2012 which has laid lot of emphasis on
broadband proliferation which is recounted below:
II. Preamble
“5. Notwithstanding the economic progress over the last decade, the digital divide in the
country continues to be significant. On the one hand, expansion of telecommunications
in the rural areas has been slower than urban areas, with the former accounting for only
34% of the total connections. On the other, the ability of the poorer sections of the
society, both in rural and urban areas, to benefit from technology needs to be enhanced.
NTP-2012 has the vision Broadband on Demand and envisages leveraging telecom
infrastructure to enable all citizens and businesses, both in rural and urban areas, to
participate in the Internet and web economy thereby ensuring equitable and inclusive
development across the nation. It provides the enabling framework for enhancing India’s
competitiveness in all spheres of the economy. NTP-2012 envisages support to platform
neutral services in e-governance and m- governance in key social sectors such as
health, education and agriculture that are at present limited to a few organizations in
isolated pockets. This will expand the footprint of these services and thus foster an
atmosphere of participative democracy delivery model that is truly citizen-centric. “
III. Objectives
3. Provide affordable and reliable broadband-on-demand by the year 2015 and to
achieve 175 million broadband connections by the year 2017 and 600 million by the year
2020 at minimum 2 Mbps download speed and making available higher speeds of at
least 100 Mbps on demand.
5. Provide high speed and high quality broadband access to all village panchayat
through a combination of technologies by the year 2014 and progressively to all villages
and habitations by 2020.”
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IV. Strategies
1.
BROADBAND, RURAL TELEPHONY AND
OBLIGATION
FUND (USOF)

UNIVERSAL SERVICE

1.1. To develop an eco-system for broadband in close coordination with all
stakeholders, including Ministries/ Government Departments/ Agencies to ensure
availability of media for last mile access, aggregation layer, core network of adequate
capacity, affordable equipment including user devices, terminals and Customer Premise
Equipment and an environment for development of relevant applications. Formulate
policies to promote competition by encouraging service providers, whether large or small,
to provide value added services under equitable and non-discriminatory conditions.
1.2. To recognize telecom, including broadband connectivity as a basic necessity like
education and health and work towards ‘Right to Broadband’.
1.3. To lay special emphasis on providing reliable and affordable broadband access to
rural and remote areas by appropriate combination of optical fibre, wireless, VSAT and
other technologies. Optical fibre network will be initially laid up to the village panchayat
level by funding from the Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF). Extension of
optical fibre connectivity from village panchayats to be taken up progressively to all
villages and habitations. Access to this Optical Fibre Network will be open, nondiscriminatory and technology neutral.
1.4.

Provide appropriate incentives for rural rollout.

1.5. To revise the existing broadband download speed of 256 Kbps to 512 Kbps and
subsequently to 2 Mbps by 2015 and higher speeds of at least 100 Mbps thereafter.
Further Policy statement of the Government has recently come out in form of its official
press release dated 20.08.2014 which states that as per vision of the new Central
Government a blueprint for the Digital India program, which envisages all government
services be delivered electronically by 2018 has been approved. It also seeks to provide
unique identities to all citizens. The program aims to “bring public accountability through
mandated delivery of government services electronically” and provide a “unique ID and
e-Pramaan, based on authentic and standards-based interoperable and integrated
government applications and data bases”. Digital India would provide “high-speed
internet as a core utility” down to the Gram Panchayat level and a “cradle-to-grave digital
identity — unique, lifelong, online and authenticable”, the unique IDs would facilitate
identification, authentication and delivery of benefits. Digital India, which promises to
transform India into a connected knowledge economy offering world class services at the
click of a mouse, will be implemented in a phased manner by 2019 at an estimated cost
of about Rs 1,13,000 crore, including ongoing enabling projects run by telecom and
electronics and IT departments. The Government has set the agenda with detailed plans
for “Digital India” being among the top priorities:
a. Broadband as digital infrastructure as a utility to every citizen
b. Financial inclusion - mobile phone and bank account, make financial transactions
electronic & cashless
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c. e/m-Governance – on demand services in real time on online and mobile platform,
d. Digital empowerment of citizens - all documents, certificates available on cloud.
Although both the current national telecom policy NTP 2012 as well as the step of
the Government in approving Digital India program lays significant amount of
emphasis on broadband highways and internet access program we believe that
this Consultation Process by the esteemed expert body TRAI and its outcome in
form of TRAI recommendations including ratification of the same by the
Government would go a long way in promoting proliferation of broadband in the
Country.
Before responding on various questions raised in the Consultation Paper we
would like to draw the kind attention of the Authority on various important issues
which are hampering growth of broadband services in the country.
I.

Important Issues for Broadband proliferation

Before responding on various questions raised in the Consultation Paper we would like
to draw the kind attention of the Authority on various important issues which are
hampering growth of broadband services in the country. Presently there are about 350
ISP licenses under different categories out of which around 150 are operational as
against 8 Pan Indian access providers and 2 regional access providers. At the end of
March, 2014, there were around 60.87 Million Broadband subscribers majority of which
are urban based and from enterprise segment. The Consultation Paper notes that 97%
of the market share is owned by top ten service providers with remaining providing a
dismal 3% contribution. It is not for the reason of willingness that market share of vast
majority of ISPs is only 3% but there are many factors which are hampering the
contribution of the ISPs in the proliferation of broadband some of which are dealt below.
II.1 Issue of affordability of broadband services –Imposition of LF on internet
services
It may be recalled that when internet services were opened up for participation by the
private sector in the year 1995 by way of Policy decision by the Government it was
decided not to levy any license fee on the ISPs and entry fee was also kept nominal. It is
our view that in so far as imposition of license fee is concerned the rationale for decision
of no imposition of license fee on ISPs taken in the year 1995 still holds good particularly
for the reason of affordability of the broadband services. It would therefore be in the
fitness of the things that no license fee should be levied on pure internet services in the
old ISP licenses and the recommendations dated 01.05.2014 need to be reviewed. Even
in respect of the new UL-ISP license where the definition of GR and AGR is being
reviewed and examined by the Authority, the revenues from pure internet services
should be excluded as a pass through charge for the purpose of computation of license
fee.
It may be noted that pure internet services including broadband services can be provided
under old BSO, CMSP or UASL license or under old ISP licenses and in the new
licensing regime these can be provided under UL-AS license or under UL-ISP license.
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Those service providers who have been providing pure internet services under any of the
old or new access service license have been paying license fee on the pure internet
services as they were utilizing the network created under those access licenses. Thus
the same access network was used to derive and provide access services as well as
pure internet services. In case of ISP or UL-ISP licenses they are providing pure internet
services from a network created under the ISP license. The pure internet services is
being provided by the access providers is based on a micro cellular network using
technologies such as GSM, CDMA, 3G WCDMA and BWA (LTE) whereas standalone
ISPs provide pure internet services based on last mile created by them using Wireline
network including fibre and administratively allocated spectrum. Thus the nature of the
underlined network and cost based through which pure internet services is provided by
the access provider and ISPs are different and there is no case for ensuring any level
playing field between these two categories of service providers. In our view if the ISPs
providing internet services under old ISP license and new UL-ISP license are exempted
from imposition of LF it would not be a discriminatory step vis-à-vis UL-AS licensees as
both are not similarly situated. Moreover the upfront capital cost of creating a wireline/OF
network is also much higher than wireless network apart from having higher OPEX.
We need to encourage participation of more and more ISPs in proliferation of broadband
services and there are niche and ISPs who are ideally placed and endeavoring to take
the broadband to rural and remote areas. The Government recognized this need and has
taken the first step to create much needed backbone infrastructure through NOFN
project. A lot more facilitation is required through conducive policies as well as special
incentives to attract the much needed investment in this segment. We believe that levy
of license fee on pure internet services would adversely impact the broadband
proliferation which can be done by the stand alone ISPs.
Levy of LF will be considered as a barrier for ISPs of India when we compare the same
with rest of the world;
Most mature regulatory regimes have abolished virtually all entry fees, annual charges,
license fees etc. for provision of internet and broadband services. Thus:
•

26 member countries of the European Union have abolished all entry fees, license
fees etc. to provide any telecommunications services including internet and
broadband services except the payment for spectrum. There is no formality
beyond registration.

•

US, Canada, Australia similarly impose no barriers on provision of internet and
broadband services by companies willing to enter into commercial arrangements

•

Singapore, South Africa, Brazil, Sri Lanka specify criteria for ISPs which are less
financially burdensome than in India.

As on date the levy of revenue share license fee on pure internet services would
result in a very small revenue whereas exempting the pure internet services
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revenues as a pass through charge will result in galvanizing the ISPs and UL-ISPs
in providing the broadband services with a renewed vigor.
We would therefore request that considering the present financial position of ISP
segment, low level of penetration of internet services and affordability of Internet
services, the revenue from pure internet /broadband services should not be
considered as a part of adjusted gross revenue (AGR) both for the new UL-ISP
license as well as for the old service specific ISP licenses.
II.2 Broadband Supply Chain –Problem of last mile access
While the Consultation Paper raises issues in respect of all components of broadband
supply chain, last mile or the local access is one of the costliest and most problematic
areas for most of the ISPs using wireline or wireless access network.
II.2.1 Issues pertaining to Wireline last mile network:
While the OF based wireline access network has a higher CAPEX and OPEX ,with
increasing economic progression bandwidth requirements would continue to increase
necessitating progression to wireline access for high speed applications. While Optical
Fiber Cable (OFC) has near unlimited bandwidth capability, deploying OFC has its
limitations of high cost and operational management some of these costs are man-made
and can be eliminated by taking concrete Policy decisions.
Cost and Process for obtaining Right of Way (RoW)
Very high ROW charges are being levied by most municipal corporations in India which
makes laying and building OFC routes very expensive. Internet Services Providers
(ISPs) can be motivated to move towards OFC by lowering ROW charges being levied
by various municipalities. Moreover, the current mechanism for charging RoW fee varies
across the country by state and municipal limits. In the absence of a centralized authority
coordinating across various municipal corporations and government bodies, ISPs today
are subject to disparate ROW rules across the country. An applicant has to seek
approvals from multiple authorities and utilities to get ROW permissions, viz. Fire, Traffic
Police, Sewerage, Electricity, et al and the process is tardy.
a. The government must mandate lowering cost of laying and maintaining fiber,
mandatorily marking it to input costs of road-digging, reinstatement and any other
relevant applicable cost.
b. It is recommended to introduce a single-window process for applying and seeking
RoW permissions, preferably through an online portal. Doing so would lend
uniformity, speed, transparency and accountability to the process.
c. The charges should be kept low for proliferation of Broadband in the country and
should be kept as uniform one time charges. Recurring charges applicable should
not be applicable on RoW permissions.
d. All building owners – Commercial, Industrial, Residential and societies; may be
obligated to provide rights to lay fiber on their land without any charges for such
rights. The service providers may be obligated to restore the fiber trenches.
Operational Management
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OFCs also have a high cost of operational management. Given rampant infrastructure
development across the country, OFCs are subject to frequent cuts. Infrastructure
developers and utility providers undertake digging unmindful of the presence of buried
OFCs. So as to alleviate the problems faced, following measures are recommended –
a. Introduce a formal obligation and liability on part of infrastructure developers
including IP1’s ISPs. Proactive intimation and sharing of plans of road expansion
on an online portal would help ISPs plan better
b. To avoid repeated digging of roads, alignment of road digging activities must be
mandated across public authorities, viz. municipal, public works departments and
utilities. Doing so can successfully mitigate preventable fiber cuts
c. Cable Laying should be allowed to be done by Horizontal Directional Drilling
(HDD) method. HDD eliminates the problem of digging and relaying road surface,
and causes minimal public nuisance
d. Further, while laying road infrastructure, municipal and state authorities must
construct a common large size duct specifically for Telecom Service Providers
with capacity to lay multiple HDPE ducts upon payment of a reasonable cost
based compensation.
Overhead Fiber as a Viable Media
The permission to install overhead fiber would be another enabler for ISPs Installation
and operational maintenance of overhead fiber is far cheaper than that for buried OFCs.
In many parts of the world, laying overhead fiber is encouraged and adequate governing
rules and regulations are in place. In line with other successful Aerial mode of fiber
deployment in India must be formalized as an operationally viable option with
corresponding quality standards laid out. Appropriate RoW application and charging
mechanisms must also be specified across geographies. This would be one of the
biggest enablers in the provision of OF based broadband services by the ISPs.
II.2.2 Issues pertaining to Wireless last mile network:
Need for more license –exempt spectrum bands
The value of license –exempt spectrum in bridging the digital divide has been
demonstrated through community wireless networking projects as well as inexpensive
ITES (IT enabled services) operating on unlicensed spectrum that have been created to
spread connectivity to digitally-marginalized areas. As demonstrated by numerous case
studies, such networks administer e-learning, e-commerce, telemedicine, e-agriculture,
and many other initiatives that lead to equitable social and economic growth, making
unlicensed spectrum a “public good”.
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU), European Union telecom regulatory
bodies, as well as leading state telecom policy makers and regulators such as the FCC
(U.S. Federal Communications Commission) and OFCOM (UK Office of
Communications) have recognized that the optimal use of radio spectrum is dependent
on flexible spectrum management policies and the multi-time sharing of this precious
resource.
Of late, the relevance of license –exempt spectrum is being recognized by policy makers
in India as well. This is evident from the National Telecom Policy 2012recognizes the
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need to reserve more frequencies for unlicensed use. However, the country is still behind
when compared to unlicensed spectrum availability in the U.S. and UK which have
already integrated innovative spectrum management techniques in their telecom policies.
These policies aim to create a flexible, market-driven approach to spectrum regulation
and management through integrating spectrum sharing techniques and meeting the
industry demand for unlicensed spectrum. India needs to follow suit in order to provide
connectivity to remote/rural regions and encourage further innovation in the telecom
domain. Therefore, additional frequencies should be freed up for unlicensed use
according to demands from community groups, industry bodies, and experts in the field,
in line with international best practices. One of the reasons for this request is that the
existing 50 MHz of license -exempt spectrum in the 5.7GHz band has become choked up
as many ISPs switch to providing services using these unlicensed frequencies. The
situation is the same in the case of the 2.4 GHz band, which has become overloaded
due to the unavailability of more unlicensed spectrum.
The bands which could be considered for de-licensing are 2.483-2.5 Ghz, 2.7-2.9 Ghz
apart from (57to64 Ghz, 71to76 GHz and 81to86 GHz)
bands which have
recommended for light regulation by TRAI in its latest recommendations on Microwave
and Backhaul spectrum. At least 200 MHz de-licensed band to be available in 5GHz
band for enabling Internet service growth. . These bands should be unlicensed for
outdoor use in order to facilitate the creation of wider wireless communication networks
and the use of innovative technologies. Making available license exempt spectrum for
provision of wireless access would enable the investment and services from the ISP
community in a big way. This would give a strong impetus to the proliferation of
broadband services in the country.
Rationalizing charges for administratively allocated spectrum in 3.3 Ghz-3.4 Ghz
A significant number of ISPs have been using the administratively allocated spectrum in
the band 3.3 Ghz-3.4 GHz for provision of last mile access and broadband services since
2005 onwards on the basis on Annual Royalty Charges per BTS which was worked out
as per MCW formula. However with effect from 01 April 2012 the Annual Royalty charges
per BTS have been revised to almost 3 times making the provision of services using the
spectrum financially unviable in majority of the cases. This has led to major roll back of
last mile access network which was created by various charges. These annual royalty
charges need to be reviewed and rationalized in line with recommendations of TRAI on E
band. This issue needs to be examined in detail and appropriate recommendations made
so that optimal utilization of this band can take place which in turn would help the ISPs in
prolifrating the broadband services in India.
II.2.3 Issues pertaining to last mile network & High speed internet as a core utility
It would also be relevant to note the vision to provide High speed internet as a core
utility in Government of India’s recently announced Digital India program. To realize this
there is a need to increase network penetration as well as coverage to remote areas via
resell of all services by ISP’s including last mile network with or without the need for a
value addition as a part of an integrated solution. The ISP license may be suitably
aligned with the recent policy announcement of the GoI including NTP-2012, as well as
Digital India Program to allow resale both at the wholesale as well as retail level for all
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types of services. This is also being envisaged through introduction of VNO’s by TRAI in
its Pre CP on VNO.
II.3 Government Failure to crackdown illegal and unlicensed providers internet
service There is widespread proliferation of various types of companies, such as
dedicated server hosting providers, shared hosting companies, datacenter colocation
service providers, hotels, Local Cable Operators, selling internet bandwidth without ISP
license.
o Government has failed to crackdown on the above activity.
o However, licensed internet service providers continue to bear exorbitant
regulatory and security compliance costs and levies.
o This also leads to revenue loss for the Government of India and increases
the security risks to the Indian citizens.
o Recommendation: Proactive monitoring and crackdown of companies
providing unlicensed internet services illegally under various “bundling”
garbs and outright sale on their website as “Data Transfer”, such as Hotels,
Motels, Hospitals, Web Hosting companies, Dedicated Server Hosting
companies, Cloud Hosting companies, etc.
II.4 VOIP
o There is a strong requirement of quality wired voice communication from
consumers (both businesses and homes).
o Regulatory policy of restricting termination of VOIP calls onto PSTN
networks greatly reduces the value proposition of ISPs to homes and
businesses.
o This restriction greatly reduces the ability of ISPs to generate more revenue
streams on the expensive wired networks and thereby prolonging return on
capital
o This restriction greatly reduces the wired voice competition in the market
o This restriction limits ISPs from providing innovative bundled VOIP services
to homes and businesses.
o This restriction has reduced voice-led innovation in the Indian economy
! there are no Indian voice communication apps in the Indian
economy
! there are no HD voice service providers
o While VOIP is allowed between IP to IP devices, this is a very niche
requirement in the vast voice market and reduces the ability of the ISPs to
provide a significant bundled value proposition to the consumers
o Recommendation: The Government should allow full VOIP calling for
ISPs without any additional entry cost or bank guarantee.
The consultation paper conspicuously missed out inclusion of one of the proven and
most easy to adopt Metro Ethernet (ME) based broadband delivery. ME has, besides
being service provider friendly, always been known for higher speeds and lower
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maintenance costs. Inclusion of ME is critical for wide spread roll out of broadband by
category B and C ISPs. With the advent of faster broadband adoption across the globe
especially in countries like South Korea and China, contemporary technologies like ME,
Fiber to the Home and Fiber to The Edge (FTTX) have become cost effective and
affordable. Authority may be pleased to include all of these technology platforms for the
purpose of the consultation paper.

III.

ISPAI RESPONSE TO VARIOUS QUESTIONS

Q.1. What immediate measures are required to promote wireline technologies in
access networks? What is the cost per line for various wireline technologies
and how can this cost be minimised? Please reply separately for each
technology.
Comments:
A. In addition to the issues raised under para II.2.1, measures required to promote
wireline technologies and rollout are as under:
a. The government must mandate lowering cost of laying and maintaining fiber,
mandatorily marking it to input costs of road-digging, reinstatement and any other
relevant applicable cost.
b. It is recommended to introduce a single-window process for applying and seeking
RoW permissions in all the States of the Country preferably through an online
portal by bringing appropriate legislation under relevant Telecom laws obligating
the State Governments for doing the needful. Doing so would lend uniformity,
speed, transparency and accountability to the process.
c. The charges should be kept low for proliferation of Broadband in the country and
should be kept as uniform one time charges. Recurring charges applicable should
not be applicable on RoW permissions.
d. All building owners – Commercial, Industrial, Residential and societies; may be
mandated to provide rights to lay fiber on their land without any charges for such
rights. The service providers may be obligated to restore the fiber trenches. There
should be provision to have space of 300-500 sqft at nominal rent for
server/telecom equipment in all these buildings.
e. All Local Municipal Corporations, should be asked to include Universal Internet
Acess in their City Development Plans, and building plans should be passed only
after high-capacity Fibre Optic provision is including in the plans. f) Custom Duty,
Excise and other taxes like Octroi for equipments and optical fiber used for
developing fiber access networks to be zero for next 5 years.
f. Optical Fiber networks to be given the status of essential services by including this
into essential services maintenance act.
i.

Awarding fiber-based
infrastructure” status

internet

service

providers

“critical
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ii.
iii.
iv.

Making local, state, and central Government agencies sensitive to
the optical fiber access networks to avoid service disruptions
Sabotage of optical fiber networks to be made a punishable offense
Private bodies, Local, State, and Central Government agencies
should be made to re-lay the critical fiber infrastructure that is
destroyed by them in civil works.

g. In order to encourage faster broadband adaption and lower capital cost for
accessing subscribers, a standard process and rules for laying overhead fiber
should be laid down by Central Government that can be adopted by State
Governments and civic bodies. In order to compensate the Electricity distribution
companies as well as telecom companies who have invested in poles, a pole tax
may be allowed to be charged which should be substantially lower than current
ROW charges for underground ducts.
B. Cost per Line for Fiber to the Building
a. Cost per subscriber will vary from city to city and area to area and the cost
mentioned in the consultation paper is highly underestimated. The
suggested reforms in the Row issue should be undertaken for provision of
cost-effective fibre based broadband services.
Q2. What are the impediments to the deployment of wireless technologies in the
access network? How can these deployments be made faster? Please reply
separately for each technology.
Comments:
We would like to draw your attention to Section II.2.2 of the Authority wherein we have
raised the issue of making available more license exempt spectrum bands and
rationalization of charges for administratively allocated spectrum. Additionally we would
like to submit as follows:
1. The SACFA approval process has been simplified by the Government; however
there are still certain bottlenecks that exist, especially when different organizations
within the SAFCA secretariat start asking for separate set of documents from the
operators for separate clearances. Moreover, the time taken for obtaining SACFA
approvals is still an unresolved issue. There is a need for further simplification of the
process to have a single window clearance and timely approvals by SACFA.
2.

There is a need to harmonise site approvals / rights of way procedures so as to
lower the costs and expedite the process. Otherwise such operational bottlenecks
truly hinder the effective implementation of broadband. On RoW, a coordinated effort
must be initiated on the part of central and state governments. RoW permissions
should be provided on priority and a time limit needs to be fixed. The issue is dealt in
detail in response to Q 11 of this Paper.

3.

The process for SACFA clearances in de-licensed bands should be exempted and
notified and cleared for a faster take up of Internet leased Lines in various parts of
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the country. It is believed that WPC has stopped issuing any SACFA clearances for
de-licensed bands and in a manner discouraging ISPs for using this band to provide
connectivity to their subscribers. This in fact is a retrograde step which denies
access to users where this medium serves as an alternative last mile where RoW
permissions take too long.
Q3. The recommendations of the Authority on Microwave backhaul have been
recently released. Are there any other issues which need to be addressed to
ensure availability of sufficient Microwave backhaul capacity for the growth of
broadband in the country?
Comments:
1.

We appreciate the recommendations of the Authority on Microwave Access and
Microwave Backhaul.

2. Microwave backbone may be a good and cost effective solution to provide broadband
in rural areas / villages where we have small number of homes and businesses and
solves the issues of Quick initial rollout, cost effective rollout and feasible for
deployment in areas where reach ability is difficult due to terrain.
3.

However, we believe that the prices for MWB suggested by the Authority MWB
prices should be further reduced.

4. In respect of E-Band ( 71to76Ghz and 81to86 Ghz) and V-Band (57to64Ghz)
spectrum we believe that making these bands license exempt would go a long way in
promoting broadband proliferation in the Country.
Q4. The pricing of Domestic Leased Circuits (DLC) have been reviewed in July
2014. Apart from pricing, are there any other issues which can improve
availability of DLC?
Comments:
1.

It is submitted that the Infrastructure pricing should not be regulated by the Authority.
It should continue under forbearance.

2.

The DLC market is very competitive and the further need to regulate these charges
will become an impediment in expanding the network further at such low tariffs in
India.

3.

The DLC tariff regulation does not adequately address the super normal and high
charges that service providers have to pay for Right of Way and equipment, hence
the same should be forborne to increase price competition. It is pertinent to mention
that DLC is to be provided more out of the spare capacity of an operators network
however, we now need a market where operators are incentivized to roll out
networks for managed leased and dedicated leased circuits alone.
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Q5. What are the specific reasons that ISPs are proactively not connecting with
NIXI? What measures are required so that all ISPs are connected to the NIXI?
Comments:
1. The purpose of NIXI is a neutral Internet exchange for peering ISPs among
themselves, so as to route the domestic traffic within the country for better quality of
service, reduced latency and reduced bandwidth charges for ISPs. Serious players
are connecting with NIXI. In our view it is business decision of ISPs whether it is
viable for them to connect with NIXI.
2.

In our opinion connectivity to NiXi alone cannot serve the end purpose of broadband
growth in the country. NiXi is a facility for the ISPs, however, it’s the ISPs that have
to reach out to content on the one end and the subscriber at the other to make the
eco-system viable for a sustainable growth of Internet and Broadband Services in
India.

Q6. Would the hosting of content within the country help in reduction of the cost
of broadband to a subscriber? If yes, what measures are required to
encourage content service providers to host content in the data centre
situated within India?
Comments:
1. Yes, the hosting of content within India will greatly reduce the cost of broadband to
the subscriber and increase the quality of service.
2. Quality of Service is greatly increased because with content hosted in India the time
taken by the network to fetch the requested content from the data center to the
consumer is much faster in comparison to the time taken by the network to fetch
content that is hosted abroad (shorter distance between the user and the content vs.
longer distance between the user and the content)
3. The cost of delivering content to the consumer that is hosted within India is lower
because the distance travelled by the data is lower in comparison to fetching data
from longer distances (such as Singapore, London, New York, Hong Kong, LA,
Amsterdam)
4. Hosting of content within India would provide greater protection to the Indian
Sovereign, citizens, and businesses data against tapping by unauthorized entities.
5. Creation of Data Center Parks on the lines of industrial parks, SEZs, etc.
6. Government needs to encourage companies to build Data Center Parks in India by
providing them land, infrastructure, and, power
7. Data Centers Parks should ideally be located in cooler environments such as hill
stations for lower power consumption.
8. Locations with surplus/renewable power availability are an added advantage.
9. Using natural cool air for dissipating heat generated by the machines reduces the
electricity consumption of Data Centers.
10. All NLD service providers, especially, Government PSUs and NOFN, should be
encouraged to build high-availability and high optical fiber capacity connectivity to
these Data Centers Parks.
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11. Building “internet-scale” Data Centers Parks in such locations will encourage national
and international companies to build massive data centers to service South Asian
consumers from within India.
12. The above will also create construction and knowledge jobs in hill station locations.
13. Creation of such Data Center Parks will provide a strong infrastructure for web,
software, services, and various other startup companies.
14. These Data Center Parks will also support Government Digital India Initiative
15. It is suggested that more and more content should be brought to India, which will
bring down the cost of content and will also improve the utilization efficiency.
Government should devise schemes to enhance domestic content thereby reducing
dependency on International Internet bandwidth requirement. This will also lead to
lower latency.
16. Government needs to take the following measures to encourage the content service
providers to host content in data centres situated within India:
a. Availability of power supply at subsidized rates.
b. Reduction in levies and duties.
c. Affordable rent
These measures would not only encourage domestic hosting in India but would also
help India in exporting these hosting services.
17. There is also another anomaly that exists amongst the licensed and non-licensed
hosting operators. At present, the licensed hosting operators have to pay a license
fee at 8% of the AGR, however, the unlicensed hosting operators do not have any
license fee. There is a need to maintain level playing field amongst the hosting
operators. Since, it is a non-license activity, hence no license fee should be paid by
the hosting operators.
Q7. Are PSUs ideal choices for implementing the National Optical Fibre Network
(NOFN) project?
Q8. Should awarding of EPC turnkey contracts to private sector parties through
International Competitive Bidding (ICB) be considered for the NOFN project?
Q9. Are there any ways in which infrastructure development costs can be
reduced? Is it possible to piggyback on the existing private sector access
networks so as to minimize costs in reaching remote rural locations?
Q10. What can the private sector do to reduce delivery costs? Please provide
specific examples.
Response to Q7 to Q10:
1.

India started with a plan to build the National Optical Fibre Network (NOFN) but the
project has struggled to take off due to operational reasons. NOFN needs to be more
holistic and comprehensive and hence, is not able to take off properly.

2.

The last mile and the core on NOFN project needs focus for the project to be brought
to fruition and bring actual benefits.
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3.

Apart from the last mile it should also provide fiber termination facility e.g, meet me
room etc for service providers to connect to the Core and the last mile to provide
onward connectivity.

4.

The current thrust of the Government is almost entirely on giving the supply push
vis-a-vis broadband, creating the demand pull with credible public and private sector
partners and more importantly making broadband conveniently accessible,
affordable, applicable, acceptable and advantageous for the rural citizen are equally
important, rather more critical for the success of NOFN.

5.

International Competitive Bidding (ICB) should not be considered for the NOFN
project

6.

Besides laying out the NOFN or similar such project what will be equally important is
an accompanying institutional mechanism that will enable cost based, nondiscriminatory access to NOFN. The physical access to the network should be
enabled through a single window mechanism with stipulated time frames that will
ensure increased usage from all operators and higher usage of NOFN.

Q11.What are the major issues in obtaining right of way for laying optical fibre?
What are the applicable charges/ constraints imposed by various bodies who
grant permission of right of way? In your opinion what is the feasible solution?
&
Q14. What measures are required to reduce the cost and create a proper eco
system for deployment of FTTH in the access network?
Comments:
1.

Please see our response in section II.2.1 above. Additionally the key Issues related
to RoW are as follows:
a. Extortionist One time and Recurring Charges: We need to recognize the need
for broadband across the whole of India replete with the State and Service
providers as a functioning society. States need to realize that monopoly charges
on Right of Way are the biggest hurdle in the growth of services in the country.
And exorbitant levies are very discouraging for service providers to play their
role in this eco-system to enable a fully digitized society.
b. Single Window Clearance: The need of the hour. As of now service providers
have to approach multiple agencies for obtaining RoW clearance, leading to
delays in network rollout.

2.

The situation is worsening as many Government authorities and municipalities
impose additional levies based on their perception that telecom is a hugely profitable
business. This is resulting in the double burden of delays and increased cost of
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provision that negates attainment of the vision to provide affordable and timely
broadband services across India.
3.

NTP’12 has recognized the problem and set out an objective to “Address the Right
of Way (RoW) issues in setting up of telecom infrastructure”. In addition the
strategies enunciated in this regard in the policy are as follows:
a. To review and simplify sectoral policy for Right of Way for laying cable network
and installation of towers, etc. for facilitating smooth coordination between the
service providers and the State Governments/ local bodies.

4.

Some action steps that can back up the above strategy suggestions are:
a. There is an urgent need for single window RoW permissions and charges,
therefore, the Central Government should issue guidelines on RoW under the
Section 7 of the Indian Telegraph Act.which should be binding upon the State
Governments or in the alternate legislate to remove this stringent bottleneck in
the proliferation of broadband services.
b. Supporting trenching activities of USOF through Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS)1 as discussed in TRAI
consultation paper on “National Broadband Plan” released on 10th June 2010.
c. Stipulated time frame with accountability for RoW clearances at reasonable
charges (which should not be beyond the cost of maintenance and repair of the
road) will enable timely implementation of telecom networks. The Central/ State
Government / Local bodies I Ministry of Surface Transport etc. should take
necessary steps to provide the necessary directives.
d. Service providers should not have monopoly in access network

In addition the submissions made under Section II.2.1 may also be considered.
Q12. Should the Government consider framing guidelines to mandate compulsory
deployment of duct space for fibre/ telecommunications cables and space for
telecommunication towers in all major physical infrastructure construction
projects such as building or upgrading highways, inner-city metros, railways
or sewer networks?
Comments:
1. Yes the Government should very quickly and actively frame guidelines to mandate
compulsory deployment of duct space for fibre/ telecommunications cables and
1

Government of India has started the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme (MGNREGS) with an objective to provide at least 100 days of guaranteed wage employment
in a financial year to every household whose adult members volunteer to do unskilled manual work.
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space for telecommunication towers in all major physical infrastructure
construction projects such as building or upgrading highways, inner-city metros,
railways or sewer networks
2. The Government should also mandate power distribution companies, inter-city
and intra-city, to create clear marked areas on electricity utility poles.
3. Discoms to build own high-capacity optical fiber network and offer it to the service
providers at transparent TRAI regulated prices for leasing optical fiber.
a. Discom deployed and managed high fiber count (500+strands) OFC
network will be easier to maintain for the Discoms than letting multiple
operators hang their cables on utility poles.
4. There is no doubt that a strong network backbone is critical for the provision of
broadband service that is fast, uninterrupted and reliable. Based on projections of
future demand, it is essential to augment capacities in existing backhaul and
access networks.
5. To enhance fibre density in the country, the Government should entrust OFC
rollout in a PPP mode to potential implementing agencies (such as agencies with
a proven track record of meeting target time frames).
6. Some action steps that can back up the Digital India and NTP’12 strategy
suggestions are:
a. During development of a sector/town, all infrastructure agencies such as

roads/bridges should have utility ducts provisioned to lay OFC at a later
stage. This will avoid unnecessary damage to newly laid roads and utilities.
b. All buildings/towers should be provisioned with vertical conduits for carrying

out last mile building wiring for access media.
c. Mandate placing ducts, if not optical fibre, with well-defined access

mechanisms, on all new road constructions along national highways, as well
as inter & intra city roads.
d. Change building by-laws which currently deem only electricity, water, and fire

safety as necessary infrastructure for the issue of a completion certificate.
Including mandatory inclusion of either ducts /optical fibre with well-defined
multiple ( for Redundancy) access mechanisms in all upcoming office
complexes, commercial spaces and residential complexes would have a
measurable net positive impact on the goal of constructing national
broadband highways.
e. Development authorities should mandate city developers and builders to have

properly demarcated sections within buildings and on rooftops for housing
broadband infrastructure and antennae. These areas should have
uninterrupted power supply for reliable, always-on services.
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f.

A tower and a common transmission/ equipment room in every panchayat in
the village - the rental of tower and room shall fund panchayat running
through USOF along with fiber.

g. Policy for arrangement with the power companies for deploying fiber along the

transmission needs.
h. Places where digging is not possible and RoW is not available, there should

be proper overhead space for pulling fiber and associated infrastructure.
Q13. What are the impediments to the provision of Broadband by Cable operators?
Please suggest measures (including policy changes) to be taken for
promoting broadband through the cable network.
Comments:
1. Cable operators do have a much wider coverage, however, for provisioning of
Broadband services, they may need to upgrade their networks. The service and
network quality is poor and that too inconsistent. Technology using Hub/CAT 5 is
using as a last mile is also not proper.
2. In case, provision of Broadband is to be made through the cable network, then the
cable operators will need to acquire the ISP license to do so. For this, they will
also have to meet the associated license conditions including rollout, Lawful
Interception and Monitoring (LIM), etc. .
3. It is a fact that the cable TV operators have a wider reach. To promote
provisioning of broadband, their reach should be utilized. These cable operators
should act as the franchisee of the ISPs and this process should be liberalized.
The POP and servers can be located at the cable operators premise. The cable
operators can also act as the CAF collection agent for the ISPs, however, the
customer would be of the ISP only. There is a need to simplify the KYC and the
business model issues related to cable operators as the last mile Broadband
access. Alternatively There should be policy of registration of resellers who should
have defined responsibility of customer identification.
4. Broad band , to be the mainstream service to empower and enable INDIA , needs
to be promoted across all platforms including cable based delivery , Metro
Ethernet based delivery and fiber based delivery. To that extent the promotion of
broadband adaptation shall be technology and platform agnostic. It's important to
remove technology arbitrage across cable, Metro Ethernet and Fiber. World over
technology is polarising towards high speed technologies like fiber and regulator
should allow the best technology and platform to emerge based on the best
service to the end consumer.
5. Broadband service has been provided empirically across the country by ISPs with
different category of licenses including category A,B and C. Local cable operators
have opted for either B category or C category depending upon their area and
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capability. We would urge the regulator to encourage all categories of ISPs which
will be enabling swifter and higher broadband adoption.
6. Many cable operators view broadband distribution as an additional business
opportunity particularly in wake of Digitalization efforts undertaken by Ministry of
Information & Broadcasting. However, this business is capital and technology
intensive. As noted in the consultation paper, today top ten ISP/ TSPs provide
bulk of broadband services across the country and this situation can be
significantly improved by encouraging all fixed line ISPs including all cable
operators to invest in network creation and provision of broadband services to
subscribers.
7. Consultation Paper acknowledges the challenges faced by cable operators on
account of low returns on capital arising out of high capital expenditure and
License fee being deterrent to provide combined services ( broadband services
and non-licensed services ). We would like to point out that these issues are
common to all fixed line service providers.
8. To make creation of fixed line broadband network / upgradation of existing cable
network affordable, lot more emphasis needs to be given to lay overhead cables
in significant part of the network. Lack of policy framework in this regard needs to
be addressed, particularly in the area of allowing cost-effective Right of Way,
Safety and undisturbed functioning of such overhead networks and simplified
process for obtaining right of way.
9. Cable operators should be allowed as franchisees of ISP license holders to
enable them to take advantage of technology and capital strengths of larger
players. However, this should be subject to an application and registration process
that scrutinizes the operator’s current set of capabilities to ensure that only
genuine players capable of meeting regulatory compliances register.
10. Levying License fee on pure internet services that these ISPs provide will make
this business unviable. These operators being pure internet service providers,
there is no question of eligible telecom services slipping out of license fee through
any form of billing process modifications. The License fee also prevents them from
bundling services which can be provided even without ISP license.
Q15. Are there any regulatory issues in providing internet facility through Wi-Fi
Hotspots? What are the reasons that installation of Wi-Fi hotspots has not
picked up in the country? What type of business model needs to be adopted
to create more Wi-Fi hotspots?
Comments:
Providing the last mile connectivity in an office or home or even in a public area
through Wi-Fi does not imply that the Broadband provisioning technology is Wi-Fi.
The underlying technology will be either the Licensed Wireless Access technologies
or the Wired Access like Optical fiber/DSL/CATV etc. Therefore for TRAI to consider
Wi-Fi as a separate Broadband Access technology is out of place.

1.
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At present in India there are various regulatory challenges due to which it is not
feasible/ viable to have Wi-Fi hotspots in the country. Some of these regulatory
challenges are listed below:

2.

a. ROW / Installation of Pole
b. Open Area for Coverage/ Right Area for coverage
c. Internal wiring/ cable routing
d. Power for Equipment
e. Floor plan for better planning and deployment
f. Permissions from various agencies
g. Availability of Backhaul
h. Physical Security of the infrastructure (in idle time)
i. Coverage/ speed issues
To overcome these challenges and to create more Wi-Fi hotspots, the
Government needs to enable the following:

3.

a. Free RoW needs to be facilitated through a single window clearance.
b. Assured electricity connections for Wi-Fi hotspots to be provided on priority.
c. Security for the node and access point equipment is required to be provided
locally by the municipal corporation or the market place..
d. Availability of power and space requirement.
e. SACFA Clearances should be rationalized and pre-approved for licensed service
providers.
f. To enable Wi-Fi tri band access services the Wi-Fi band of 60 GHz and 80 GHz to
be de-licensed for indoor and outdoor applications.
g. Safety and security of equipment to be ensured at the venue by treating it as
public infrastructure.
h. Access to public infrastructure like electricity poles, telephone poles, utility
structures, hoardings etc. need to be easily available for installations.
i. Market associations & owners to be sensitized to allow usage of outer walls of
buildings, roof tops for installation of Wi-Fi Infrastructure.
j. Rights to the ISPs to monetize the assets in a commercially viable way from the
paying consumers and partners to recover the infra investments.
k. Necessary clearances from relevant ministries/ authorities to be facilitated.
4.

There is a need for Innovative business models that need to be worked out to make
operator investments viable and attractive in creation, maintenance, marketing ,
customer support and upgrades of Wi-Fi hotspots.

5.

The reseller should be allowed for timely growth. Resellers should be identified
/appointed by licensees and recognized/registered by the Government and such
resellers should be responsible for CAF (Customer Acquisition Form) collection and
storing of the same. Reseller should be allowed for billing the customer and
collection of the money on behalf of the licensees.

Q16. What are other spectrum bands which can be unlicensed for usage of Wi-Fi
technology or any other technology for provision of broadband?
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Comments:
We would like to invite your kind attention to our submissions in section II.2.1.
Additionally we would like to submit the following :
1.

Given the paucity of available fiber in the country and the high cost and time to
deploy the optical fiber it is required that existing de-licensed band of 5.825 to 5.875
GHz be deployed as backhaul for Wi-Fi zones by increasing its maximum EIRP from
present 36 dBm to 55 dBm.

2.

Current de-licensing in India is different from ITU T & Worldwide norms in ISM
bands; we should align ourselves with ISM Bands. In 5.8 GHz band only 50 MHz
have been de-licensed . It should br at least 200 MHz. This will bring in economies
of scale.

3.

Most of the countries have already unlicensed 60 GHz band and this band has a
good device ecosystem, India should also delicense 60 GHz band immediately and
make it available for consumers.60 GHz band is also known as WiGig band (Wi-Fi at
60 GHz) using IEEE 802.11ad protocol. At present dual band WiFi in 2.4 GHz and 5
GHz spectrum bands is deployed for WiFi. Now tri band WiFi chips are available and
shortly tri band WiFi routers devices shall be also available in India. 60 GHz Band is
already license exempt spectrum band in countries like USA, UK, Australia and
Japan.

Q17. How much spectrum will be required in the immediate future and in the long
term to meet the target of broadband penetration? What initiatives are
required to make available the required spectrum?
No Comments
Q18. Are there any other spectrum bands apart from the ones mentioned in
Chapter-2 to be identified for provision of wireless broadband services?
Comments: Please refer our response in Section II.2.2.
Q19. What are the measures required to encourage Government agencies to
surrender spectrum occupied by them in IMT bands?
No comments
Q20. What should be the time frame for auctioning the spectrum in 700 MHz band?
No Comments
Q21. Do you agree with the demand side issues discussed in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6? How these issues can be addressed? Please also indicate any
other demand side issues which are not covered in the CP.
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Comments:
We tend to agree with the demand side issues discussed in Chapter 5 and 6 of the
CP.We feel that following issues are very important to fuel the demand.
o Digital Content Availability: Government supported initiatives including
mandating of m-governance for all Government Departments and other
funding.
o Digital Content in Local Languages: Much has been said for this in the past
decade however, International Content Providers are the predominant
providers of some local content whereas scores of education content,
medical content, land records, passport services etc need to now be made
available in various local languages in India to proliferate the need for
Broadband across India.
o Simplify procedures for users to gain access to broadband resources.
o The last but not the least, create an experience of broadband for users, we
need to create several public points of access for a growth in the users all
across. Post Offices, Railway Stations, Bus Depots, Libraries are such
points that should provide Broadband access.
o We suggest that benefit programmes such as creating a school net and
university net is most important in the short run to ensure that all schools
and universities have access to Broadband.
Q22. Please give your comments on any related matter, not covered above.
Comments:
For urban India, broadband offers the convenience of rich multimedia services, with
streaming audio and video, high data transfer rates, faster video/data downloads, new
services & other entertainment related services and personalized services, where
content can be pushed to users.
Substantial benefits of broadband for rural subscribers are much more in the form of ehealth care, e-education, e-governance, e-mandi’s etc. which will reduce the information
gap faced by rural India compared with their urban counterparts. However, rural access
and content needs to be self-sustaining rather than a subsidized model of growth.
It is pertinent to mention that while broadband in rural India is a formidable challenge, an
even bigger problem is the lack of broadband in key Tier 1 & 2 cities where there already
is an existing demand. Thus, our focus should be make broadband viable in Tier 1 & 2
cities in the interim that a sustainable plan also is put underway for Rural India.
1.

ITU in its paper “Measuring the Information Society” has released an ICT
Development Index (IDI) which is a composite index combining 11 indicators
constructed around three sub-indices: Access, Use and Skills. India ranked 119 in
2011 having dropped from 116 position in 2010. The other competing BRIC countries
like Brazil, Russia and China were at positions 60, 38 and 78 respectively in 2011.
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Smaller nations with much lower economic potential also rank way higher than India
on this index.
2.

Viewing India rank from purely a broadband penetration point of view, at
present the broadband (fixed and mobile broadband) penetration in India is very low
and India ranks 122 in the list of 183 countries per another ITU study. Even if we
assume the timely achievement of the target set by NTP’12 for year 2020, India’s
position would move to about rank 53 (assuming no change in broadband penetration
of other countries, which is highly improbable). This would mean that we will continue
to be at the bottom rung of countries in the Broadband benchmarking tables. In light
of this, we need to review whether such broadband targets are aspirational enough to
achieve the status of a global economic giant.
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